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Heartland rocker Leeroy Stagger from Canada is an extremely productive and creative 

musician. A mere year-and-a-half after his much-lauded and award-winning Radiant Land 

album he surprises us with his next bull’s eye-hit. Although the band is not credited on the 

cover this time around, there’s a lot of team spirit on this album. Truth Be Sold is the title of 

this excellent, his 8
th

 studio oeuvre and a real statement album. It brings us a look back on his 

earlier, more rock, sometimes even punk approach – through the eyes of the matured 

songwriter he is now. Truth Be Sold rocks – in music and lyrics. „Alt. Country World Punk 

Music“ is what Leeroy Stagger calls this mix of eleven convincing tracks – and hits the bull’s 

eye again. 

For Truth Be Sold Stagger teamed up with another well-known producer: Steve Berlin of Los 

Lobos! For the wolves he is like an extra band member - he has also helmed sessions for 

Chuck Prophet, Dave Alvin, Tragically Hip, Katy Moffatt, Raul Malo, Michelle Shocked, or 

the  Fabulous Thunderbirds. 

The two of them became fast friends and were on the same page as to how Truth Be Sold was 

supposed to sound: rough-hewn, direct and predominantly rock. The opener “Memo” makes 

the listener think that heavy metal might follow the song’s opening licks. But (luckily) the 

Canadian’s well-known voice comes on just then. The next song “Goodnight Berlin” brings 

more drum-bashing and guitar-cranking – it’s a joy to hear. “Celebrity” is the first of a 

number of ballads, describing the pros & cons of celebrity worship. “Cities On Fire” is a 

typical Stagger message song built around a hypnotic, repeating, dry rocking riff.  

It’s followed by a little relief for the listener’s ears: „Break My Heart“ is a pedal steel that 

finds its way straight to the heart. The upbeat country rock of “ESP” delivers a fine No 

Depression atmosphere and talks about the Easter Stagger Phillips project. The slow waltz of 

“Sold Down The River” is not the only song dealing with the monotony of life on the road – 

it’s a fine example of how the trio of Stagger, Uschenko & Stecz has found its groove. 

 In fact, Stagger has included both of them on every song’s writing credits! After the country 

rock of “Mister, “Have A Heart” gets rowdy with fuzz guitar and garage boogie before 

“Jackie”, a Whiskeytown-esque number, closes the album beautifully. 
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